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With the Federal Budget recently released it is worth             
considering the practical ramifications from Australian           
manufacturer’s perspective and the resultant implications for 
employment and Australia’s manufacturing future. 

The rolling $75 Billion of infrastructure projects, whilst           
universally welcomed, has placed pressure on Australia’s human 
and material resources and shone on a light on anomalies that 
have far reaching consequences for Australia’s manufacturing 
future. 

The rising water level of publicly funded infrastructure projects 
can guise structural issues with Australian manufacturing. 

For example, the record demand of infrastructure projects has 
highlighted the lack of Australian produced steel capacity to 
supply Australian customers conditioned to the periodic 
`allocation’ of steel supply. 
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Imports of structural steel have surged with much of the      
importing being undertaken by the Australian steel producers 
themselves. 

Nevertheless a plethora of regulatory barriers exist to prevent 
fair competition in the Australian market. 

These include legislation that enables: 

 Two Applicants (only) to account for almost all of the Anti-
Dumping Commission’s workload. 

 Impunity for the two applicants to initiate repeat            
applications and reviews whilst they import the very same 
goods that are allegedly causing injury.   

 Imports needed to offset inadequate capacity being 
guised in secrecy. 
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Of itself these circumstances should debunk any claims of   

material injury. 

 Taxpayers to pay a 20 per cent premium on steel supplied 

 from these two applicants with no means of identifying 

 whether the steel supplied is `Australian’ Australian steel 

 or `Imported’ Australian steel. 

 Price fixing of floor prices when respondents have been 

 found not to have dumped. 

This is compounded by product conformance and                   

environmental management regimes that unduly restrict    

supply beyond the `competitive’ criteria of being fit for       

purpose. 

In our view this is not the “Australian Industry” but rather     
select `Big Business’ being afforded undue protectionism.  

Within this environment there are Australian fabricators 
setting up offshore in an attempt to remain viable and other 
independent Australian manufacturers considering the same.  

Given the vertically integrated structure of the two producers 

& direct competition with their customer base being the 

norm; the question needs to be asked as to whether            

Australia’s regulatory settings are delivering monopoly power 

to big business at the expense of Australia’s SME                 

manufacturers?  

The lack of Australian steel production capacity to deal with 
the peaks of what is a cyclical business necessitates raw      
material steel inputs for Australia’s manufacturing sector. 

The multiplicity of barriers to competition hinder SME’s ability 
to operate unless the unstated intent is to nationalise         
Australia’s steel sector. 

Great news for big business enjoying the benefits of             
subsidised support. 
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Not so great for those Australian manufacturers seeking to be 
globally competitive against imported fully manufactured 
goods. 

Artificially inflated input costs and restricted supply are a 
death sentence for Australian steel based manufacturers. 

The real challenge for Australia is how to have an                    

internationally competitive steel based manufacturing sector 

when the water level of publically funded fiscal stimulus     

subsides.  


